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高一英语第十期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. _____ is natural, he married Mary.
A. It B. What C. Which D. As

2. The buses, _____ were already full, were surrounded by an angry crowd.
A. most of them B. most of which C. which most D. that most

3. All _____ is needed is a supply of oil.
A. the thing B. that C. what D. which

4. This is one of the means _____ the electric energy is conducted from one place to another.
A. by which B. by that C. through which D. through that

5. Abraham Lincoln is a man _____ I have the greatest respect.
A. who B. to whom C. whom D. for whom

6. Mayor will make an inspection of our school on Monday, _____ you can tell him how hard the situation we are in.
A. where B. which C. when D. that

7. Is that the lab _____ we did physics experiments in during our middle school days.
A. that B. where C. in which D. the one

8. These books _____ he read some were written by Lu Xun.
A. which B. among which C. of which D. with which

9. The watch he _____ went wrong again.
A. had to be mended B. had mended C. had had mended D. had been mended

10. Those _____ not only from books but through practice will succeed.
A. who learn B. who C. who learns D. learn

11. The man _____ lives next to us is my English teacher.
A. whom B. which C. who D. /

12. This is the best book _____ I have been looking for all this year.
A. who B. whom C. which D. /

13. He is the most careful boy _____ I know.
A. what B. which C. as D. /

14. The visitor asked the guide to take his picture _____ stands the famous tower.
A. that B. where C. which D. there

15. Is this the factory _____ you visited the other day?
A. that B. where C. in which D. the one
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